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May 17, 1974

Mr. Harold Hayes
Apt. 3W
405 Ease 54th Street
New York, N. Y. 10022

Dear Harold:
I appreciate your sending me this manuscript, which I read
with interest. What editor wouldn't? You tell the story
of this monumental can of worms very well. The trouble is
that, as you say yourself at one point, the issues between
Buckley and Vidal were mostly rhetorical when they weren't
legal, and I would feel uncomfortable about devoting tne
kind of space the essay requires to air them. At the same
time, I don't think the essay ~ can be cut very much
without losing its character as well as its clarity. So I
think it best to step aside.

Thanks again for the chance to read it.

TS/b

by bantam bOOkS.
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Dead Teo,
Would you read ,this? It i! f)1ft~
part of a book I am working, on
re e(Hting E!qutre through
the ei~ties. The theme ha!
to (b with whelther truth c an
be determined through the
libel 18we, ann the occaeion
for it, m8inl!, 1! the Buckley/
Vidal exchange in the maga zdne
and the leg~l action! growing
out of the exchsnge.
While this necee~8rtly z-e pest e
libel~ in the telling, Bob
R1~kind of Crevsth, Sws1ne
&, Moore believe!! the pllece
1teelf to be free of l1bel,
eepecially eince the action
de!cribed hee been eettled •

~
Harold Hsyee
Apt. 3n
405 E. 54th
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"Mon vieux," began William Buckley, in an unexpected telepho~e call,

1/
I have something to ask of you. I want to write about that row I had with

Vidal on television last summer. Would you be interested?"

Sure, I said, but in light of the embarassment to everyone concerned,

including 10 million

"I have been hounded at every turn about my part in it. I think. if

I were to try and write about it I might be able to work out why I said what

I did. I will need some length, and I must be assured that your lawyers will

allow me to call Vidal a homosexual in print. Otherwise there is no point in

my undertaking it."

Buckley and Gore Vidal had been hired by ABC to provide comment on the

•1968 political conventions in Miami and ChicagoA one hour and fifty minutes

would be devoted to the last ten would be given

extraordinarily articulate

adversaries who -- ~ talk- show .s:»: cheerfully

hat ed each othe r. They ~~~~I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-iF.!e:!I?Rg In Chicago, as the Democratic

Convention's intensity escalated to political chaos and street rioting,

and Vidal stepped up their own furies until, on the night of _



were abandoned and the following exchange ensued:
Vidal: "The only pro-crynto Nazi I can think of is yourself •••"

Buckley: "Now listen, you 'fueer. stop calling me a pro-crypto
Nazi or I'll sock you in the goddam face and you'll
stay plastered •••",-.. It w~s the beginning of an imbroglio which would continue over

~~¢~four veers and into threE. separate legal actiQns, costing ~
Bums to its threE litigants but adding nothing to a sharner
distinction in law between harmless vituperation and personal
damage. On the other hand, it forced for me an essential

~sQmewhere).·15etween1!: media-hype' and
when disDutants use the

nress to their own end, how far should the editor (or producer)
.......

let them go? And subsu~med thereunder: is the law of libel
fhbally a law of eruity?

i:m:km:xmIf"IIl.Yllllrmr:rnXm.JII@JX.IIL&.I~
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Vidal:

Buckle

<J!'~ cJ~ ~J~04
Both men were long-time contributors to Esquire: Buckley since 19$7,

. ..;.1" 'alr (
when he had begun to reach f'or an audience whose interests; wGuJ.a e~ eyo-nd
£~.I~)~1k~ud~·· .

the te!Pk l30astes.of' his "Na'E'ionaJ:Review ; and Vidal from roughly the same

period with a variety of reviews and essays, the most notable being his bitter

Patrician

similarities ~ more marked than their differences,

Of the two) Buckley

1. In his df~position, Vidal would later emphasize their identity crisis:,1
"The sentence [I wrote] is, 'I had been reluctant to appear with Buckley on

the ground that simply to sit next to him would make me seem like the same

sort of'nut of the Left Wing that he was of the Right.'

'If I may say so, sadly, it has had exactly that effect. I ref'er you

to the November issue of Encounter Magazine, which makes the point that we

are practically the same person •••'
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attachments to Esquire, willing always to under-

take an assignment upon my request, no matter his possible misgivings about

the subject matter. Perhaps because he worked regularly as an editor himself,
~/his sensitivity to the editor's role was ~~,e!eftt and he himself more agreeable,

from my personal vantage, than Vidal whose most generous editorial responses
. rb, It

lalway~eemedl}inged with condescension.

Garry Wills

that favor, he had stood as reference for me personally when I had sought

.admission for my child to a private school, and ~ ~~cation to buy a

cooperative apartment. As I considered my role as aa editor to be apolitical

(-apersonal too, for that matter) which happened to suit my private views,
~~~ t, d.o & ~,the political -' . oil of both men interested me only wi-t-hhhiipei I ·k tb5'

.u:Lf./~ tt, ~ ~~~. .
~ e!lfect!eactt"'1md=e e. That as , I doubt either could have

(r.J.,_~ .,' ~':I tk~~ .
persuaded me to follow h~m ~nough I would have Lds'tened

closely to the arguments of both. On balance, if it made a difference back

then -- and I don't think it did -- I preferred Buckley as an individual over
~.J

Vid~ and Vidal' s politics over Buckley' ~ though)~p to that point there had

been no reason to make a choice.

I would be glad to consult our lawyers, I told Buckley; our legal policies
k~~./

required me to. "ehlling an individual a homosexual, without proof, was like
'\

calling someone a Communist2 -- libel per se, as I understood it. But beyond

this, and no matter what our lawyers might say, I told Buckley I was obliged

2. Though Buckley, I vaguely remembered, had called Linus Pauling a fellow

traveller, .dthout conclusive proof, and, by defending himself in actions

leading to the Supreme Court [CHECK], had got away with it.
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contributor as l~n~~~.~
IA~~

as Buckley, Buckley was launching the attack and it was~~~~ his right.
"

to give Vidal the opportunity to answer. He had been a

"Well, OK," Buckley said. "But not in the same issue."

And then I called our lawyers.
SPACE

Before I discovered magazine editing (through my~ publication),

I had slogged into my senior year in college without much interest in anything.

There were several lawyers in my family, however, including my brother who wanted

me to join his practice, and so I had aimed my coUrses in that direction.

Half-heartedly, I made a pass at law school, survived one semester by a

fraction above the passing point and then fled with relief back to the English

department, having found the experience tedious beyond redemption.

Yet the more experience I acquired as an editor the more I was forced to

deal with the constant possibilities of libel law Sl8i: !d i ,,"W§Ai rc:~~Il!:; e:m
)

~ and the more I saw of it , within my preferred context, the

better I liked it -- a dormant taste, no doubt, and by now grown somewhat
.~

perverse since the magazine, most often the defendant in any~litigation, is

nearly always the heavy.

But the principles of libel law ~I ,oS •
~.

",,;Tel! ,,?MUG, ihe:,". ~ as

vs~lendj~y consistent with principles of good editing as the rul~ of
~~~~drf"w1J~~-~~J~~).
syntax •. In any libel action the burden of proof is on the defendant (i.e., the

~ ~
periodical) which is where it SRi~&·~e. A magazine reaches millions of

readers; its errors are more heavily weighted than those of a single .individual

tell a lie about your butcher to your neighbor and the butcher suffers only

your neighbor's false knowledge; tell the same lie in the newspapers and the

butcher must suffer his community's false knowledge. The editor of any periodical
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..is responsible for the accuracy of his assertions, and if he should be unwilling

to assume this most basic of journalistic obligations, the law is out there to

see to it that he does. The knowing publication of a lie is bad journalism,

bad business and, once it falls into the hands of la~Jers, bad trouble.

But all this oversimplifies the question: I know of no writer or
Seditor who ha~ ever consciously distorted or misrepresented facts, though I

know of plenty who have made assertions which could not be proved, or, more

dangerously, made errors of fact for which they would be held legally responsible.
~,,;, .,.,. "6 ~ .
tJ ()..,A/'I'vi I SPACE

In 1958 [CHECK], I read in The New Yorker a Talk of the Town inter-

view with Edward Aswell, then the executor of the Thomas Wolfe estate.

In passing, Aswell mentioned the existence among the Wolfe papers of an

unpublished and unproduced play entitled, "Welcome to the City." I called

the manuscript into our offices and after we had all read it, agreeing unanimously

on its literary and historical value, I arranged through Aswell for its publication

responsible for producing a feature was

I would prepare an introduction to the play of some 500 words in length, des-

cribing its origin and evolution. Fortunately for my purposes there had been

published earlier in the season a massive collection of Wolfe's letters by
....Elizabeth Nowell and I turned to this fo~ source material. Several of his
'-

letters told of the development of the play, and one in particular of its fate:

"•••If a play of mine is done, I think I should prefer Belasco or Geo.
M. Cohan to do it rather than the [Theater] Guild or that abominable little
clique at the Provincetown. The latter, by the way, have had my play. over
four months now. I have gone to them repeatedly, pushing my way through
the crowd of short-haired women and long-haired men who fill their rooms,
in order to get news, news. Each time an evil-looking hag with red hair
has gone into a little room, shuffled some papers, and returned with the
information that the playreader had the play, that "you shall certainly
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hear next week." Each time I have been asked for my address, and it
has been noted piously. A month ago I went back for the last time.
Escaping the red-headed harpy and a few of the degenerates, I got into
the little room and asked the t~~ist. She opened a cabinet and found
my play -- under an inch of dust. Ah God! It had been returned. I
was honestly glad: .I wanted it back. Besides, what would one of their
productions, in their lousy little theatre, net me? Nothing.

But no. It had not been returned. It had not even been read.
But, -- she was sure that "in another week" -- groping blindly for
the door, I staggered out .. Of course I have heard nothing since. But
I have almost finished a long and vitriolic letter which I end with
three words: Go to Hell and which I conclude 'with renewed assurances
of my warm personal detestation.' Of course, I tell them that I am
young, I am unknown and that, therefore, they have been insolent. Such
people know only two moods -- insolence and servility .••"

In my introduction I paraphrased most of the information leading up to

Wolfe's frustrated efforts to see the play produced, and then quoted directly

from the most relevant passage:
[_J~]

•••Welcome to Our City was the first complete work that Tom Wolfe tried
to sell. Fresh out of~arvard and George Pierce Baker's famed 47 work-
shop, he came to New York, submitted his play to the Theatre Guild. Four
months dragged by without an answer. "I have gone to them repeatedly,"
he wrote in a bitter letter to a friend, "pushing my Wfzy through the '~rowd
of short-haired women and long-haired men who fill their rooms, in order
to get news, news. Each time an evil-looking hag with red hair has gone
into a little room, shuffled some papers and returned with the information
that the playreader had the play, that 'You shall certainly hear next week.'
Each time I have been asked for my address, and it has been noted piously.
A month ago, I went back for the last time. Escaping the red-haired harpy
and a few of the degenerates, I got into the little room and asked the
typist. She opened a cabinet and found my play -- under an inch of dust •••
It had been returned ... But no. It had not been returned. It had not even

But -- she was sure that 'in another week' -- groping blindly,,'I staggered out... ~J:'!t I /I" la:!p!io"ijhg to gee stb·1

J 2'1'e

,
~-g... s-a.l.e-s- ~e;"""Y'0U"'knew:--;-:·H-

At Esquire, in discharge of our journalistic responsibilities (and as a

safeguard against libel claimS), there ~a staff of five researchers who chec~

all manuscripts for factual verification. ~~ introduction cleared the research
~tL.~w..Jit '. t-tlie Nowell collection, and proceeded into print.

Several months later I received an advance copy of the issue which contained my own

discovery of an unknown Wolfe manuscript, and I thought it looked wonderful. A
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large drawing of Wolfe, the play itself bound in ~ pages of special stock and

my own introduction in white type reversed out of a black field. 900,000

copies, the entire press run, had been printed and were en route to our readers;

publication date was about two week~~
Seeking to capitalize on my enterprise, I foresaw a whole series of plays

published in Esquire before theatrical production, and I looked around for

another property.
"Sunrise at Campabello," Dare Schary's play about Franklin Roosevelt, had

just been announced for the fall season. Schary wasn't Wolfe, but the subject

was good and there was already interest being expressed around town. I discovered

I would have to deal with a Mr. Lawrence Langner, head of the Theatre Guild, ~

~ln~t.
Langner seemed cool to the idea. I persisted. After all, we had just

completed a handsome presentation of an unpublished Thomas Wolfe play. Wouldn't

he want to see what we could do? I could send over an advaneed issue by messenger.
~~~~VL lui ~~4Iu.....t/).1

(First Strategic Mistake: e

cooperation from Truman Capote, we had published

a 20 [CHECK] page section of photographs, drawings, paintings and articles on Capote'suwr
grand ball at the Plaza. On the morning ~ received the advance issue, I ran into Capote

on my way to the barber shop. Ile asked how the feature was progressing, and I told

3. In 1967

him I had just seen it, that it looked wonderful and I was anxious for him to drop up

have a look. "Fine," he said. "When?" I would be back from the barber in half an hour

I said, and would meet him there. As I moved on down the street, the consequences of

what I had done struck home. If, for any reason, ~ disapproved, he could in

theory bring an injunction against the releaSe of the issue. Having seen precisely

what we were saying about him, he could claim before a court that the distribution of
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Footnote 3 (cont.)

the issue damaged him and thus force us to prove otherwise before we could

release the issue.. In the barber's chair, I sweated out a plan. Back in

the office I told my secretary to have him wait while I typed out a note,
which read:

To Whom It May Concern:

I realize I am being allowed to see an advance issue of the Dec. '67
Esquire solely because of my good friendship with Harold Hayes. In

exchange for this privilege I agree not to interfere with the

pUblication of that issue in any way.

When Capote came in, I gave him the note, and when he had signed it,

I let him see the issue.
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Well, Langner said, he would be willing to look at the issue, and so

I sent it out minutes later.

Calling the next day, Langner's conversation was cryptic- and un-

rewarding: "'\mere did you get your information

"From Elizabeth Nowell's Collected Letters

"What do you think about our doing 'Sunrise at Campobello?'''!E iked

"I'll call you back," Langner said.

The next day I received a call from a man who identified himself as

Langner's lawyer. "Where did you get the information for your introduction

to the Wolfe's play?" he asked.

I told him what I had told Langner.

"L~Ok again," he said, "and then call me back."

My Nowell ~c~ie~ was at home, and so I hurried over to Brentano's,

three blocks a~~, and browsed feverishly.

I read closely the sentences I had quoted. (The carefUl reader will
SAll other....should re-have already observed the careless editor's error.

.s
read page ~). My God! I had confused "latter" with "former" and transposed

. Theatre GudLd 'for Provincetown Playhouse. And ~ had ~ research department!

I had made the good guys the bad guys. And Langner, of all people, was still

alive, -- years later, still fUnctioning as an active producer, with, of

in light of the fact that there was

no point of retreat. Langner could have sued for an inj~ against the

an investment by Esquire of ~ million dollars.appearance of the m~e --
Or at the very least)brought a libel action claiming damage to his reputation,

the jury to decide the exact extent in dollars and cents. As it was, he
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settled for a retraction in the following issue and an agreement that our

publisher would write a thousand drama critics throughout the country apprising

them of Esquire's error.

Six months later a red-headed lady came forward and claimed damages

because she had worked at Theatre Guild at the time. No one else was red-

headed, she said, and my introduction had made it unmistakably clear' she was

the "harpy". Libel by exclusion, her lawyer said. We paid her a thousand

dollars l...fb t' ~ ·
SPACE

If factual errors alone were the basis for libel actions, the

editor might have at least some slim perception of what the law expected

of him. But factual errors are only a part of it. Opinion -- subjective

judgement, assumptions, speculations, vituperation those most ordinary

elements of routine conversation feed the law's briar thicket until it

seems impenetrable, at least for the poor editor. "A is not telling the

truth" is a flat statement which may be proved or dis~roved, according to
\-

the facts available. 1/ flI think A is not telling the truth ~ said B" is

another kettle of fi~lvi~~inion, motive, and B's right under" ,.,

the First Amendment~~~ ism e~ s,@ees- Editors aren't expected to
r»;

know the subtl,ties of libel law, but they are expected to know when there is

the possibility of trouble. By and large, they are more alert to its

hazzards than writers. On the other hand, some writers are so meticulously

concerned with the documentation of their material and the reasoning of their

conclusions that their manuscripts come in libel-proof. Hartin M~er is such
1

I a writer. And som~ eK~ab~ish such persuasive emotional rapport with their
-&~subj ects that the::,~: fj lee will agree to whatever interpretation presented by

~the prof~. Arguing that every word of his portrait of Joshua Logan was

literally true, despite our lawyers' fears, Gay Talese finally resorted to



Nelson .Algren a son of a bitch in print
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calling Logan in Mexico and reading the entire piece to him over the phone;

whereupon every word was so confirmed. But some writers simply shoot from
~ caring if their target is in the same state.

our lawyers said no. Why not? demanded Mailer, and our .lawyers droned

on and on. Well, then, he countered, right after the line in which he

called him a son of a bitch, he would add a line saying he took it all
6t4:aJ1Xi ~~

back. But they still wouldn't let him do it, presenting so many t~i J

retracting it") that Mailer took it out.
While an editor is not expected to reason like a lawyer -- indeed,

(libel by exclusion; the case of the red-haired harpy).

the cautionary side of his temperament usually wars against his best

journalistic instincts -- he is expected to know at least when to call them
'~~

in. Certain maxims are helpful ~ rtline-r-e ~w is

the art of qualification. The~are no 2s~t s, but editors have to

operate by some rules and these seem to me as reliable as any:---- ~ ~
--You can't libel a dead man (no one around to claim damage).

--You can't libel an institution (like the army, or the secondary

school system in America. But you ~ libel a commercial organization,

e.g., "Ivory soap doesn't float," etc.)
--The truth is the only defense against libel (a salutary restriction;

the writer and editor should be responsible for what the·writer says.

But the truth, not so incidentally, is no protection against an invasion

of privacy).
--Changing the name of an individual, while leaving in the essential

elements of a damaging charge, does not exempt one from a libel action
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--In any claim to which the Constitution applies (e.g., the right
must prove

"actual malice" with "convincing clarity" against the defendant, usually

. the magazine.
I ~ ~fI ~ rwJ..;' IJ _;

This r~~s t~e most interesting development to the body of libel law throughout the

whole period of the sixties, at once

and t a complaint against
R; hes come 1;0 be kriown

the New York Times by the commissio~f Public Affairs, L.B. Sullivan of Montgomery, Ala.,

who claimed the Times had libeled him. Briefly the circumstances of the action were

these: The Times ran an advertisement signed by Southern Civil Rights advocates claiming,

in some cases falsely, that they haq q~~n harassed in a varietl ~~ ways b¥ local police.
&uA.~~~ tt,:..J oVI)Io\ N. ~ r,.(dt4A ~~ tw. ~ ~ ~ ~ J
~ cl~ngl he was the elected official responsible 'forpolice conduct '-\and that ~ Jeen

libeled by the ad, Sullivan sued the Times and won. Ultimately, the lower couri:~"~rulings

for Sullivan were appealed to the Supreme Court who reversed these decisions and sought to

define certain privileges under the Constitution in favor of the press.

Even though its facts proved to be incorrect, the court held, The Times had not

act.ed out of "malice." That is, it had not wilfully distorted facts ~r made up the

charges against Sullivan. The contested information in the ad was provided by those

the Times felt to be responsible parties. No doubtrthad circumstances allowed the Times

check its material exhaustively, it would have determined the correct version of the
L~//

facts. But newspapers operate under the restriction of deadlinesb ana~ateria1 which

is reasonably accessible, and so long as this is so, they must be allowed some tolerance
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in light of their restrictions. "Na.lice", as it so came to be defined, was a wilfull

and knowing suppression of the available facts; The Times had no such intentions.

Further, Sullivan as an elected official was responsible for his behavior to the people

of ~irmingham County, and therefore due less shelter by press restrictions than the

private~·t.izen .. The matter before the court was an issue within the public's interest,
(..-,-.~~1UU~~and tllere O?e'yii: Llaiu th~s 1011·~,,*~_. the public's right to kno~

4>' dl• ~ ..Tk
The Supreme court ruled for Times, and the Sullivan ruling has since become an

A.

~portant guideline in the 1egal responsibility of periodicals against libel claims.

It ~s now diffi~ult, therefore, to libel a public official4. And a newspaper or

magazine, exercising reasonable care in checking out its assertions ~- even if they

later prove to be incorrect ~.,.j,spresumed .to be free of "malice" and therefore from

ltbel claim, under constitutional protection, so long as the assertions bear on a matter
within the public's interest ~~. ~ ~ cLA1;l~ i\&J,·t!-I4'._(J ~'-:/ I

. ~

Yet, whatever the correctness of its ~egal position, no periodical can treat its

final responsibilities toward libel in any other way than with. the utmost care and

caution. In the end, even if the judgement exonerates you, only the lawyers, who are

pE!-iq.for such work, gain from the action. And if you should lose, you can lose big..,
(.~million dollars, for example, as in the Butts/Saturday Evening Post case).

Now back to the Buckley~Vidal affair, which exercised every maxim of libel I had

heard of and then some, and which proved, finally, after three years of litigation

n.othing, and satisfied only William Buckley's sense of his own righteousness.

SPACE

4, '!'houghnot impos sible; against R~~~.sberl' tose.:. cr

[CHECK] America~~ysts h~

""Fact" h~ ~lished an
Goldwater mentally ill.

1\

article claiming 2,000
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The television dispute between Buckley and Vidal was one in which Esquire had

not been involved. (Our coverage of the convention had been assigned to Jean Genet,

William Burroughs, Terry Southern and John Sack, its outcome being of consequence to

us only in terms of the effectiveness of our four writers' response __ from four
disparate, if not wildly eccentric, points of vie~:J

Esquire entered the picture now, eight months later, at Buckley's invitatio~

but by ~~ctantlY. The. public b~!,g~d~been~a nat~o,nal e~:.; It;:!1he~l .

'~"AB - as i.... spokesmen -fr~ dL~~~iQli6
A ~~ ~ ~"T.W~~ a,"1WI. \____ _

~~~~~~~~~Rri~~~==~===·~~~·~~·~~e. As a reader I would have followed
their return match in whatever periodical it might have appeared; as editor of

~in my magazine. (B"oth

"the possibility now of a re-

Esquire I welcomed the opportunity for it to take place
~~U..,

and their views were known to our audience,
1\

writers

engagement bound by the more imposing strictures of literary journalism promised an
event of great interest.

"Well," said our lawyers, "is Vidal a homosexual?"

There was no certain knowledge but it was the general belief within the literary
community, I said, that he was.

Had he ever written about his homosexuality?

Not directly, as I could recall, but I was sure he had touched on the subject.

Then, I was told, we should research the question and satisfy ourselves that it

was a beliet currently held within our community. Our research revealed the furthest

he had gone was the following statement in an interview in London's Queen:

"In some ways, I was lucky to be brought up with no sense of sexual

guilt. I was never told that masturbation was bad or that it was

particularly wicked to go to bed with boys or girls. I also went into

the Army a month after my 17th birthday, and there was very little one

didn't do. Tha.t established a promiscuous pattern, which I am sure has

had its limiting side. But there have been compensations."



knowledge and experience; in all, a style which, countering the intensity, is as+<~
good humored and sometimes as breezy as Dwight ...MagR-onald's . And t.:bAi narrative ofJ~ " "

earth WOul~~dle his self-imposed ass~~~=.~
J.....

In the end, the task proved impossible. He ?eviewed Vidal's literary work, his

political opinions and his attitudes toward sexuality~ the Vidalian political pacl{MJ{_

lea~ to barbarism, his literary/sexual philosophy to terminal decadence. But

tr,ras he might there was no w~~o justifY his own open slander against
f\.

Vidal before ten million people on television: "Nowlisten you queer .•. I'll sock you

in the goddamjaw etc."

On the strength of this statement and my ownbelief that he was homosexual

(important to the question of "malice"), our lawyer suggested Buckley could go

forward ("constitutional privilege") but reserved final judgement until the piece

had been completed.

I told Buckley to proceed and then I called Vidal in Rome. "Whyare you

giving space to that dimwit'? He's mad. He exists in the mind of the public only

because of his attacks against me. I won't dignify his drek with a formal answer.

But I'll tell you more when I see his manuscript. I might write my answers in the

. "marg~ns••.

I told him Buckley's condition that he could not respond until the sub-

sequent issue. "In that case," said Vidal, "I' 11 wait and see what he writes."

SPACE

I have just read again now, for perhaps the fiftieth time, William Buckley's

article, "On Experiencing Gore Vidal." It is difficult for me to see it in an

objective light but there are nevertheless the varieties of his mind which, five

later, still delight: a polemical thrust which responds instantly to the slightest

~~; breath-taking, often suicidal syntax; ~'"'S'l:%, an extraordinary range of

_ =es 1: "d~'te PI!! e 1 e reaM PSi iat.
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He turned the piece in around the end of January, some 52 pages in length. I

that which was most important to him -- an acceptable explanation for his outburst.

read it with fascination and then called to tell him I thought he had achieved all but

He went back to work and in several days turned in his rev ision; the last paragraph
on the 52nd page having been changed to read:

"Such then have been my thoughts, acknowledgedly self-serving, but not empty,
I think, of objective interest. It remains a fact that, as I began b~r acknow-
ledging, faggotry is countenanced, but the imputation of it __ even to faggots
is not. There may be occasions when the clinical imputation is justified ••• But
the imputation of it in anger is not justified, which is why I herewith apologize.!2. ~Vidar [italics mine]."

An ingenious way to climb out of the hole, and not unlike Norman Mailer I s plan
~~gx 4--/
to get around -~~'Calling Nelson Algren a son of a bitch. B,ifthere

with more style, and perfectly in keeping with his announced intention, earlier in

the piece, "to write about [the exchange]; to discover its general implication, if any;

to meditate on some of its personal implications, Which are undeniable and profound;

to probe the question whether what was said -- under the circumstances in which it
was said has any meaning at all ••." I didn It wonder at the time about the obvious
parallel to the Mailer episode, but I should have.

I moved now to the next stage. A copy was sent to Vidal in Rome, and one to our

{awyers, followed almost immediately thereafter 9Y a high level conference between the

president of our company, the publisher, then managing editor Don Erickson, myself,
and our lawyers.

Clearly, should Vidal choose to challenge our intentions to publish the article,
"

we wel" eopen to a libel action. While "Constitutional privilege" would be our general""'\.----C

'defense in going forward, and the general assumption in the literary community that

Vidal was homosexual serving as our defense against "malice," there remained a serious

question as to whether the court would exempt us, and Byckley,of course, on these grounds.

Neither man had sought to sue the other because of the television exchange, but the

occasion for suit still existed. In 00 states throughout the country, the acknowledgment

of homOSeXUality~till a plmishable crime. Unless Vidal were willing to allow the
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charge to be repeated in Buckley's article, or to acknowledge openly that he was

homosexual, it would be difficult to show that we (the magazine) were acting without

malice r even so, since our assumptions, based on Buckley's article and our own

preliminary research, remained less than conclusive.

Wedeliberated over whether it was a legal risk we wanted to take.
4

Finally,

we arrived at a working plan. If Vidal elected to reply we would proceed only under

certain conditions: 1) we would not publish either manuscript unless we were able

to publish both; 2) we would allow each man to see the other's manuscript and

challenge any statement he believed to be untrue (hardly the accepted practice,

so far as I know, of any periodic~; 3) Esquire would arbitrate whatever differences

remained. Extracting consent from both parties in terms which we believed to be

could go

It was an effective concept, worked out by Harold Medina, Jr., our lawyer.

But we still ha,-~ idea what we had let ourselves in for. It is well known that a

third party who intervenes in a fight between a man and his wife will be set upon

by both; we should have expected no less from our two antagonists -- after all,

they had been bickering for years, long before we got in the way.

SPACE

Having restructured the ending of his article to our mutual satisfaction, Buckley

noWconsidered his work done, excluding of course our routine research check, and we

shipped a copy off to Vidal in Rome. After several days, Erickson called him for his

4. ABCknew howhot an issue it was. They did not relay the show to the west coast;

and immediately after its airing, they destroyed the tape record of the exchange.
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reaction.

"How does the word 'injunction' strike you?" Vidal said. And then he stated his

intention to return immediately to New York City for consultation with his lawyers;

he would also be in to discuss the matter further with us.

Once in my office, he argued at great length against our going forward under any

circumstances. It was exactly what Buckley wanted; Buckley would be the only one to

gain, Vidal insisted, all others would ~e, for Buckley's only purpose was to call,
attention to himself. Moreover, Esquire's risk was the greatest of all for Vidal had

never acknowledged -- "Never once!" h!J ~p·~;ai!ie"d -- that he was homosexual. It was a----dirty business, ~~fte£~geQ~ and we -- Esquire shoUld have no part of it. I tried

to counter each point he raised in the interest of clearing the air between both men

once and for all, and then, finally, I asked if he seriously wanted me to abandon the

project altogether.

To his ~ credit, he answered:

"I wish you would, but if you decide to go ahead, I won't try to stop you. I'm
ctM.M;A)U'I.. I

not in the practice of censoring ~~ans. If you do go on, I will sue you only

if you refuse to print my response."

And so we went on. Over the next six weeks, Vidal prepared his counter attack,

hiring a researcher and then, when his source material proved elusive, a private

detective as well. Meanwhile, conforming to our house rules of arbitration, he re-

turned a list of objections to factual inaccuracies in Buckley's manuscript. Buckely
[CHECK]

acknowledged only a few of the 30-odd listed by Vidal ~- yes, he had meant

Robert Graves when he had written Robert Frost [CHECK], and there were one or two

other small ~s but otherwise no give. What he had written was true and he would

not change it. ~ ~ ~ ~.

Eventually Vidal came in with a partially completed manuscript, whole sections

still to be filled in pending the outcome of his own research and investigative aids.

But beyond these aids, he requested help from our own research staff as well, an
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acceptable practice but now complicated by our avowed stance as neutralists. Nevertheles

our research chief began to process his queries. When his manuscript was complete, we
submitted it to Buckley.

SPACE

I have now re-read the Vidal manuscript (for .the fiftieth time) and it, too, has
its moments a striking defense for the privacy of sexual choice, an embittered

attack against the demagogy of insinuation, as well as Vidal's contrary version of the

Buckley-Vidal chronology. There was also a footnote of n6blesseoblige: "•••incidentally

I had not intended to use the phrase of ~ro crypto Nazi' 'Fascist-minde~was more-. t d d . "my an en e meam.ngv , , • However, despite his elegant, sardonic phrasing, the

technical necessity of exhuming each of Buckley's points, repeating it first in

order to clarifY his response, slows the piece until it boggs into a seemingly end-.. J. .
less series of not-so-instant replays. Yes, the reader muses, Ae had remembered

that point being raised previously, but now that Buckley's context was forgotten,
" j

/ /how could ~ be expected to judge the correctness of Vidal's response? Clearly

Buckley knew what he was doing when he demanded that Vidal's answer appear in the issue
following his attack.

Both manuscripts were relayed to our research chief, Kitty ~pat, for inde-

pendent verification of all facts. And in turn, a copy of Vidal's script went now to

Buckley who would, under our rules of arbitration, challenge any portion of the script
which he felt to be untrue.

In a very short time, the Vidal script was returned with 48 major exceptions.

Buckley had typed them out in a separate memorandum, keying each exception by

number in the margins of Vidal's manuscript. This document became the basis for

interminable exchanges between Buckley, Vidal, our research department, myself, and

each of our respective lawyers. One example from the 48, and its progre~will

suffice. Vidal had written:

" ••• As columnist or debater, he (Buckley) has made sniggering sexual innuendoes
about a range of public figures, and there is evidence that What may have begun
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as a schoolboy debater's trick to save a losing argument has now
become a morbid obsession."

Buckley's response, returned a few days later:

"•••I haven't. Document."

Which, of course, now called for another response from Vidal. Declining to correspond

directly with Buckley, Vidal relayed his verification to our research department who

reported as follows:

"Vidal insists that this is true. He says that Baldwin (James)
will verify that Buckley has called him a homosexual; David Susskind
wi~l verify that he has been called an adulterer; Norman Mailer will
verify that BUckley has made. references to the wife-stabbing incident
that may be interpreted as sexual. Whether we [research] can find
any references in print, I do not know at the moment."

Now the burden fell to the research staff to find out what Baldwin, Susskind and Mailer

might say, and a week or so later a follow-up report was submitted by research:

"Have talked with Susskind who tells us that on one occasion, when he
was debating Buckley at Hunter College, Buckley said to Susskind,
'I thought that the only laws you were in favor of changing were the
marriage laws.' This was a reference ~o the fact that Susskind and his
wife were separated. Susskind also mentioned that Buckley called Mailer
a freak. Will call Baldwin for further information. We also have a
call in to Mailer. Mailer won't talk to us."

The reader will bear in mind that a similar progression was taking place now with

each of 48 Buckley objections, including disputes over the sexual proclivities of Aristophanes,

Buckley's alleged racism, anti-semitism, bellicosity, his political influence with Senator

Barry Goldwater and so on. After several weeks of compiling information and exchanging it

with both parties, neither of whom was particularly receptive to any fact which favored the

other, I prepared a l7-page memorandum of "adjudication" on all points and sought to justify

it as "•••my editorial suggestions for the resolution of most of the points presently in

d· t "~spu e ••• On the point in question -- whether Buckley was guilty of "sniggering sexual

innudendoes" I did my best to get the ball rolling~~

David Susskind confirms to our researcher GV's charge, citing an
instance in which WE made references to his marital situation which
he considered "insinuating," in a public discussion. Norman Mailer,
whom GV cites, refuses to answer our queries. We are still
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trying to reach JameS~Win and hope to have word from him early next
It is worth notl1ing) however) that WE fails to challenge GV's

charge toward the end !YoJ the page: "deliberately assigning to Sodom' s
banner such unlikely recruits as the Reverend Coffin) Dr. Spock and
Senator Eugene McCarthy."

If WE is willing to let this stand, he should agree to withdraw
his objection.

week.

Five days later, Buckley responded with a six page memorandum adjudicating my adjudication.
~B.
On the sexual insinuation point, he wrote as follows:

a) Susskind is out of his mind. ARe you the last to know? Anyway
I never referred to him as an adulterer.
b) The business concerning Norman Mailer is crazy.

~ c) It is altogether possible that I am one of 25 million people who
rv_~ave referred to James Baldwin as homosexual. I have never done so

') publicly.
d) I intended in my note 4., to blanket my objections to Vidal's
suggestion'that I imputed sexual irregularities to Coffin, Spack and
McCarthy; their irregularities are non-sexual.

Vidal also responded to my memo, noting briefly on this point:

Re sexual slander, read his piece on [Kenneth] Tynan in the latest
collection.

And so it went for the better part of spring, 1969. It was difficult to find time to

work on anything else. Each of the three parties had their own legal counsel advising

them on every move, and inevitably it became clear that the possibility of legal action

the implicit threat to use it -- was the ultimate weapon for Buckley and Vidal to use

against the other, but especially against Esquire.

As lines hardened, both men showed no willingness to consent under any circumstances

to the important differences between them. Factual accuracy of course could not be

disputed, but the interpretation of these facts was another matter. It was at this point,

and for this reason, that we returned now to our lawyers.

SPACE

Hindsight begs the quality of memory. Because litigation had been threatened each step

of the way, the documentation of our progress is orderly, clear and complete -- all
prepared for evidence to be used by our own lawyers in case we would be compelled to go to

court. But there is no record of the emotions attending our actions, and the
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~~
volatility factor ~ formidable indeed. Buckley and Vidal hated each other; Buckley

and I had been friends; our lawyer knew, personally and professionally, Buckley's lawyer.

But now threats were exchanged, feelings hurt, motives challenged. Buckley's lawyer

got sore because ours said he thought Buckley, who could certainly "dish it out," ought

to be better able "to take it." N~ only had each par-ty come to think himself right

in the matter, but, since his integrity was now challenged, conscience-bound to see it

through to the end. I know I found myself succumbing to my own passions; Esquire's

motives had been Challenged~d~r~~t.s~~4~~~-e~'7fI'O't1:t.>i~~-e

~1111p~Q....J:l._h~he_at:tair. _ .' tting at that poin was
. '7k~~-~~~~ "
the last thing on my mind. :ht&i~ e~4;w;yers to seeWlat s:bQ\W.Q'GEY8U! nE:lCt step.

Since we ha~ gone far beyond our normal practice in letting each author see the

'Work of the other, and since neither author

suggested 'We~laterallY with

could ,agree with the other's manuscript, our
N\<IA,.M. Ieachef -them.lawyers That is, Buckley 'Would be

~~~,~~~"

of his manuscript; and-so-Jiw.dresponsible only to Esquire for the accuracy and fairness
\lJ. ~/ 'Jt

Vidal. EsquirE} would be the sole judge of whether ~ WOuldaf:i_.0rward with

man, or both. The principle of "consent" -- that each man WOlrl:d agree to the

either

manuscript ~

of the other -- was abandoned. With our lawyer at my side, I went over both articles,

applying the same measure to each against the factual research available to me: was

~-Point in dispute "true in fact and fair in comment}" If it was, according to ~

=.ttt~s~."ti/~~~~.x,~"1>~;;..4'>.
. ObViously Buckley stood to gainlhe most from this decision. Vidal had challenged

only minor points in Buckley's manuscript -- and, significantly, not the charge of

homosexuality (at least he had not at that point)., Therefore, since Vidal had not

indicated he thought Buckley's attack to be "untrue" in fact or "unfair" in comment,

there seemed no cause for me to impose further restrictions upon the Buckley script.

I could find no factual inaccuracies to it an~while I believed Vidal to be homosexual

though I didn't like the idea of Buckley insisting on it without Vidal's ~~ acknowledgement

of it, I was bound by our own rules to authorize pUblication of the Buckley script.
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But Vidal's manuscript was another matter. Not only had V~ f~iled to

provide sufficient factual verification for some O.fthose asserti5j>IW:Lhall~nged
~~~~~r,by Buckley , but our own research departmen~<f!i.~l WI "eU wV/-Q

To acquiesce to Vidal's version with our own clear knowledge that he did not have all

the facts at his disposal was to invite a libel action from Buckley by failing to

meet our own stipulations. And so I edited Vidal's manuscript quite vigorously, deleting

those a~ he was unable to back up (but leavi~hich, though still

challenged b y Buckley, I felt Vidal had sufficiently vaJ; dat.ed). This edited
. -

version, together with Buckley's original, I now sent to both men. MY accompanying

letter to Buckley (and a similar one to Vidal) read as follows:

Dear Bill,

Here is what we would plan to run in the light of our research and the
comments of both you and Gore.

You are both valued contributors to this magazine, and this seems to me
finally the only fair and practical way to go on.

We think both articles now are fair in comment and true in fact. In
order to proceed, I must request you to state your consent to each piece and that
no litigation will result against us or either of you by either party. If Gore
does not consent, we reserve the right to publish your piece and state our
reasons plainly for omitting his answer.

If you are unwilling to consent to thepublication of Gore's piece, and
elect to withdraw yours as well, we reserve the right to allf,ow Gore the
opportunity of answering you in our pages, should you elect to publish your
piece in National Review, or elsewhere.

I'm anxious forhs to have both pieces, of course, and to avoid legal
action for Esquire and the both of you, if that is possible. But to publish
there must be some resolution to the disagreements both of you have as to the
right of the other to make certain assertions.

And now there seemed for us a new advantage: dealing unilaterally with each

man as we were, neither could so easily bring pressure against the middle (namely, us)

to force indirectly more cooperation from the other. That is, Buckley could no longer

assume he could force us to be even harder on Vidal by threatening action against us,

primarily because any further negotiations ~or change with Vidal (assuming Vidal did

not agree with my editing) would not be passed back to Buckley. Nor would
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additional factual research be conveyed once it came in (and it was continuing right
along as the dispute developed).

On the surface it was all very confusing; but, like a good chess game,

fascinating in the complexity of its detail and governed now by a logic which

propelled it forward to a conclusion none of us as .yet could foresee. The next

howl I expected to come from Vidal. Instead it came from Buckley:

Dear Harold,

Your letter perfectly illustrates why I cannot sanction your pUblication
of the Vidal piece in its present form. You write me that you believe it to
be "true in fact." Ccnsf.der-tngwhat you know, and considering the resources
you command, that you should deem it true in fact suggests at least that others
who know less would so deem it. But it isn't true in fact, and certainly not
in implication. This is not the letter to go into the details, and perhaps
there will be no reason for such a letter, so fatigued are we all by this inter-
minable affair. Suffice to say that as early as on Page 1, notwithstanding that
you have gone to the trouble of telephoning to the Pentagon to confirm that indeed
I did serve in the Infantry, once again you permit Vidal to say that my service
in the Infantry was mere imprOvisation.

A further point. I did not appreciate Mr. Medina's comment to Mr. Williams
IBuckley's lawyer], that apparently I can dish it out but not take it. Perhaps
he can be persuaded to understand that I am moreprotective toward innocent third
parties than I am toward myself. It was your decision to permit Gore Vidal to
drag in my family, even though, to use you words exactly, "It is a low, vulpine
thing to do." wbat I am willing to take myself, in pursuit of that monster, I
have no right to permit him to inflict upon others.

I should like to remind you that I have met every commitment I made to you.
I delivered you a manuscript totally documented, reaching one conclusion about
Vidal which your own staff authorized me, on the evidence, to arrive at, before
I undertook to write the essay. By contrast, Vidal's Draft Noll was apparently
so wild that I was not even permitted to view it. Draft No.2 was rabid in its
falsifications and distortions, as you discovered to your own satisfaction. Draft
Nol 3 is still libelous in the opinion of my attorney, and is in a half dozen points
not only non-factual, but anti-factual.

The Single change you asked me to make, I made. I am not aware of one
residual objection to my piece, by you, or by your lawyers, or by your researchers.

I repeat my offer to indemnify you against harassing legal action by Gore
Vidal. If you want to talk to me about the situation as it now stands, 1"11 be
a~ailable tomorrow, Saturday, and Sunday over the telephone (my office will tell
you ~ where I am, depending on when you call).

My best,

Your crypto-Nazi friend.

To which I replied:
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~ear Bill,

I didn't just write that I believed Gore's piece to be "true in f'act";
I wrote that I believed it to be'" fair'in coIllIilentand true in fact." and---this is at the heart ,of the problem.

iWhen you first called proposing the piece, I did welcome your pub£li,shing
it in Esquire. I did call and talk to Harold Medina, Jr., regarding tHe risk
of your making the assertion Vidal was homosexual. He did indicate this was
a "reasonable risk" for us to take. At the same time -- in fact, in the
f'irsttelephone conversation we had about the matter -- I told you I wanted
to give Gore the opportunity to respond. You indicated this was ok with you,
so long as he did not run in the same issue. At the time, you did not in-
dicate any reservations would be imposed upon him in making a response.

VNow on the one hand, Y0l'would hold me to the agreement based on that
f'irst discussion in which I encouraged you to write the piece, but, on the ~r,
you would use whatever resources necessary to stop me from publishing Vidal's
response. If there is any ground at all left to this initial discussion, you
would surely grant that part of the condition of my response was, in principle,
the right for Vidal to reply. If you choose to stop him, by legal means or
any other avenue open to you, you force me to fault in a fundamental way a
responsibility to him which was a part of my agreement that you should proceed.

If Gore has any rights at all in this matter, they are directed to one
central point: is he to allow you to call bim -- not in the heat of anger on
television, but in a carefully reasoned printed polemic which will serve as
the record (in a way a television show cannot) -- a homosexual? Your argument
that our lawyer says it's ok, and that your lawyer says it's ok is not conclusive.
(His lawyer doesnt say it's ok):' But I don't intend here to raise the question
of legal interpretations as an obstacle: I just want to point out that your
conclusion his homosexuality is a foregone matter (and therefore indenfensible)
is a conclusion he is not willing to share. But, given the right to respond, he
is willing to permit you to draw that conclusion.

You are right tha~not much ~s been done to alter your original manuscript,
and you are certainly right that_'you have not resorted to "personal" attacks on
him, or his family (though, as I hope you would allow, the question of his sexuali
-- as a literary/political figure, or as private individual -- is a matter of the
utmost privacy; "The Best Man", whatever its merits as a play, turned on the
destructive potency of such a charge); and you are right that he has taken "inter-
pretive" advantage of any possible opening, factual or otherwise.

But this is where we have tried to work quite diligently in your behalf.
Where there has been sufficient documentation to permit him to draw his own
conclusions, we have tried not to stand in his way. You will note that the
last version sent you on MOnday suffers a number of deletions quite beyond my
original proposal of adjudication. The fact that assertions remain which you
do not allow should not be taken to indi cate we consider them "fact s ," or "true,"
but rather that, as an author signing his name to his own response, he is entitled
to make them.

I have not yet heard from Gore •••

But no word came from Gore. .Inst.ead, a wire from his attorneys:



YOU ARE HEREBY ADVISED THAT OUR CLIENT GORE VIDAL CONSIDERS THE
ARTICLE ABOUT HIM BY WILLIAM BUCKLEY WHICH IS PROPOSED TO BE
PUBLISHED SHORTLY IN YOUR ¥illGAZINETO BE LIBELOUS AND HIGHLY
DEFAMATORY OF HIM. HE FURTHER WISHES US TO ADVISE YOU THAT HE
WILL HOLD ALL PARTIES CONCERNED WITH PUBLICATION AND DISSEMINATION
OF SUCH LIBELOUS MATEIRAL FOR BOTH COMPENSATORY ill1DEXEMPLARY

. ~ DAMAGES.#. .
'--) ( idal had said aall2-€r he would sue only if'he were prevented from answering

Buckley. Now, under his construction of' our present position, he saw Esquire

as his principal. antagonist and he prepared to move against us. Meanwhile,

Buckley agreed to our scheduling of'his article for the August issue. This

left six weeks before closing of' the September issue for Vidal. to accept my

edited version of'his script if he hoped to publish any answer at all in Esquire.

Weeks went ~ without word f'rom him, causing us to assume he was seeking

publication of his unedited version elsewhere. Indeed, rumors came back that

he had approached both Playboy and The New York Review of Books but without

success. (These rumors later would prove to be untrue).

Then,on May 8th, to my astonishment and dismay, I received a letter from

Buckley with an attached note +=ss»~~ origi~al. ~~ J

by registered mail to my "competitors.; "~ef'errl\g to the te~debate of d

the year bef'ore, he stated that Vidal had libeled him on network television and

then spread the libel by submitting an article to Esquire which Esquire had rejecte~

'get:a:'llS€ ib was libeWtIS.
j

Accordingly, Buckley said, he was suing Vidal. for {?l,OOO 000 dollars in damages

In the event the recipient might receive this "defamatory" document, Buckley

requested an audience with the editor so that he might inform him of the nature of

his argument with editor



It was a sorry turn to the whole affair. Buckley had undertaken the

article, he had written, " ...to discover its general implications, if any; to

meditate on same of its personal implicati~s, which
. U~

Now it seemed he had become obsessed. Like

he would destroy his enemy.

SPACE

Eventually, Vidal sent me word he would work to meet our requirements.

now our researchers had found new information, some of which permitted us to
Xrestore earlier cuts. Surprisingly, too, our legal counsel rela1ied some of

their earlier restrictions on Vidal's wobblier assertions. For one thing, it

was no longer necessary for Vidal to meet Buckley's version of the facts (since

Buckley's consent was no longer a condition for publication), and for another,

the lawyers said, Vidal was entitled to some greater latitude in his interpretive

assertions under stipulations defined as "the right o~sr: ,~~~:~~.':;;:F
'had not initiated the attack. It seemed fair to me. 1(JNAf~~ I(

Buckley's article, "On Experiencing Gore VIdal," appeared on July 17th;

Vidal's oft-revised response, "A Distasteful Encounter with William F. Buckley, Jr.,"

on August 18th. On August 18th, Buckley field suit against Esquire for a million

dollars ICHECKI; Buckley had already filed suit for $1,000,000 against Vidal and

now Vidal counter-sued Buckley for $_v50~!~,000. In the flurry of citations, it

was. not immediately clear who had done what to whom. But as we moved to sort it

all out, th;.t::.:r ..:.~1.~D~on,W~S_"&~~~Sh ~l~::,ed by

Buckley",w.R.Sotl'l:aa.~at li:c;:q]Jjr~lJ;_d;_p_ thi~? lthm

H~ lawyers obliged by enumerating his legal complaints against us:

#Objections to charges of anti-semitism and racism
#Objections to war-lover charges
#Objections to charges relating to church vandalization
#Objections to Nazi charges
#Objections to homosexual charges

And not only had Esquire permitted Vidal to make these charges, all of which were
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unvarzarrted , but had joined in committing theoff'enses by conspiring with Vidal
:i::nx:k
in the construction of his article.

SPACE

The filing of a legal claim against a magazine follows a prescribed pattern,

and if the reader will permit some of what a newsman friend of mine calls "boiler-

plate" information, I will attempt to run briefly thi:ough the ritual.

Once the complaint has been served,5 the magazine's attorneys file with the

appropriate court a motion for "sunnnary diSmiSSal", a preliminary maneuver designed

to weed out nuisance suits from legitimate issues of law. If in his motion the

defendant can showconclusively th1laintiff has no substantdve cause of action

the judge will throw the action out, saving time and expense for a1l involved.

However, before the motion can be made, the defedant must submit to cross-examination

by the plaintiff. In our case, plaintiff Buckley who was suing separately defendants

Vidal and Esquire would have the right to cross-examine separately both parties.

The purpose of the cross-examination is to allow the plaintiff to gather further

evidence for his argument that the motion to dismiss should not be granted, and that

the suit should go on to trial. This cross-examination, which is sworn to under oath,

becomes part of the court record if the case does go to trial and x}rX'xrggq-kr therefore

serves the added purpose of reducing valuable (and expensive) court time. In the pre-

trial form such interrogation is known as a "deposition," and it is arranged at a time
~and setting convenient to both parties, usually one of the attorneys' offices. A court

. ~

5. Sometimes, happily, that's all that happens. Especially in the case of a

nationally known figure, the formality of bringing suit is enough of a response to

let his public know he doesn't like what has been said about him. Having registered

formally his complaint, the aggr{;ed party lets it go at that -- too much notoriety. . A

in going to trial, too much trOUble, too much expense.
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reporter is present to record the examination.

Once the plaintiff has satisfied his requirements in this respect, the

defendant fil~ his motion, the plaintiff answers, and the court then rules L9-
,

whether or not the case should go to trial. Buckley's lawyers cross-examined
~Vidal over a two-week period in the summer of 197bj ~kJey's lawyers ero~-

ex 'J cd Esquire -- myself, managing editor Don Erickson and research chief Kitty

Krupat -- for two weeks in the summer of '71; and Vidal's lawyers cross-examined

Buckley over a 4-day period in the spring of '72.

As it turned out, Vidal was the first to court. He had counter-sued

Buckley not for calling him a homosexual but for other counts of defamation and

for seeking to repress his right of reply (CHECK ••). Too hastily -- at the last

moment he had changed attorneys -- his representatives deposed Buckley for four days,

and somewhat inconclusively. His countier--euft,was ruled by the court to be of no
V~~

consequence and dismissed. Though ¥t_s deposition to Buckley's attorney preceded ours

by ~ and was far lengthier than my own, it became clear BUcli.sfj,ywould first

pursue the Esquire action to court. Should he win against us, the outcome of his

suitagainst Vidal would be assured. Moreover, we were obviously bigger game,

better able to pay and XMXxe more conspicuously vulnerable precisely because we

had gone to such lengths to avoid action.

There are no words to describe what an ordeal the deposition can be. On the

way to the office of Buckley's lawyer, Esquire's attorney, Bob Rifkind, tried to

prepare me:

"Speak slowly and clearly. Take your time. Imagine that you are dictating a

letter, for in eff'ect you are dictating to the record. Do not try for sarcasm

or humor -- it won't come out that wa:y, and what you sa:ywill be taken out of context

in any case. Answer only the questions you are asked •. Don't volunteer anything!

If you don't know~·~ you don't know." Despite earlier prejudices I am prepared

now to argue that when it comes to precision of language, lawyers seem to know better
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than editors what they are talking about. 6

6. Note, for example, the following exchange, "A" being myself:

Q: What does the word "faggot," as used in the Vidal article, mean to you?

A: Homosexual.

Q. And how about the phrase, "faggot dialectic"?

A: I interpreted that to mean a form of reasoning which would seem homosexual

in nature.

Q: Did that mean something to you? That is, the concept of a form of reasoning
that would seem homosexual? Could you define that form of reasoning?

A: Well, that is as far as I defined it to myself in understanding it at the time.

Q: At the time is.what I am referring to. Did that have meaning for you, that
definition?

A: It had some meaning for me, yes.

Q: Could you describe it in some way, give some characterization of such a form
of reasoning?

A: Mr. Rembar, it is hard to think of an example of what would be a fact of a
faggot dialectic. I would speculate that it is possible for a context of
reference which would come from a homosexual orientation being relied upon
as the basis for an exchange of reasons to be colored by the fact that they
~ight be considered, or colored to the extent that they might be considered,
faggot dialectics.

Mr. Rifkind: I hope that is clear.

A: It is not a common term.

Q: But evidently it has some connotation for you, whether or not you are able to
define it completely, I gather from your answers?

A: Yes.

Q: It seems at the time to have had some meaning for you, and without asking
you to give us something that would amount to a dictionary definition, I
would like to get some idea of what it meant to you, what color would be
given to the line of reasoning.

A: Well, you don't feel that my response is sufficient?

Q: Judging by the expressions around the table, I don't think that anybody does.
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Without an iota of doubt, I entered my depositions fully convinced that, in

this exchange between two of our contributors, I had exercised my responsibilities

as editor dispassionately and without prejudice. lowed nothing to either man

beyond the customary editorial obligation to assure each as much freedom of

expression as possible, to insist on accuracy and fair play, and, if possible,

to avoid legal injury to either party or the magazine. Having consented to

Buckley's request to "meditate" on the homosexuality of Gore Vidal in the pages

of my magazine, I found myself now in the extraordinary position of being sued

as a defamer of the public and private life of William F. Buckley, Jr. ~id I,

therefore, agree with Vidal's allegations against Buckley? Of course I did not,

nor did I see any reason why I should have to.. Yet in the four days of my

Q: Explain that, please.

deposition, Buckley's lawyer hammered away at that assumption:

Q: At the time you published the article, Mr. Hayes, did you believe
that Mr. Buckley resembled Myra Breckenridge?

A: I havent' read Myra Breckenridge.

Q: So that you allowed Vidal's statement to go into the article without
knowing whether it was true or false?

A: It seemed to me an interpretive comment based on a book that was widely
discussed and one that was permissable for Vidal to make.

Q: But you knew nothing about the nature of the book?

A: ED{ I knew about the nature of the book.

Q: Did your knowledge of the nature of the book give you any idea of
whether Mr. Buckley resembled Myra Breckenridge?

A: As to the nature of the book as I understood it, he did not in my
personal belief represent Myra Breckinridge.

Q: You have several times said, in your personal belief. Does it mean
more than in your belief?

A: Yes, it does.

A: It is conditioned by my intention as editor to allow an author writing
under his own name to express what he feels to be true so long as it
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meetsrrr!f.standards as an editor that it be true in fact and fair in
comment. I publish many things that I do not personally.believe in.
We publish people of wide varying opinions. These do not always reflect
my oparn.ons . It is necessary therefore for me to distinguish my opinion
about a given ep~sode, mine as a private citizen who has his own head,
context and refernce, as against material which I feel nevertheless is
legitimate and ol'value to publish which may vary with the opinions
different than my own.
Q: Do you make some distinction between "I believe" and "I personally
believe"?
A: I believe as an editor and Harold Hayes as a private citizen believes.

Those are the two distinctions I would make.

Q: Apart from the fact that you want to give your writers a certain leeway,
which you described, you nevertheless, as a man of certain beliefs,
you believe in the truth of some statements, you believe other statements
are false; is that not so?

A: That is correct.

Q: At that level of belief, when you published this article did you
believe that Mr. Buckley, in the way he spoke or wrote or acted,
resembled Goebbels?

A: In my personal belief?

Q: We have defined that. When I say "belief," I mean what you call
personal belief, and I believe we agreed on what we both mean.

A: So when you say "in my belief," from now on, we mean "in my perasnal
belief," correct?

Q: Yes.

A: ~n my personal belief I don't believe he resembles Goebbels.
"

Q: In this realm of personal belief, did you at the time you published this
article believe that Mr. Buckley was anti-Semitic? ••

A: •••To my knowledge, he is not anti Semitic.

Q: I asked you about personal belief.

A: ~tr personal knowledge forms my personal belief •••

Q: ...And I put the question in terms of the date when the article was
published. \vould you make the same answer as of that date?

A: I would resist answering it so flatly, Mr. Rembar. I just don't know.
I believe I testified earlier to that question. I don't know what is in
head about anti-Semitism. I don't know what is in your heafd or anybody
else's finally and conclusively, so I will call him an anti~Semite or say
he is not. It is a judgement I am unwilling to make about him in my
personal belief.
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Q: You do, do you not, Mr. Hayes, have some personal.belief about
what various people may have in their heads?

A: Yes.

Q: Are there people about Whom you do hold a personal belief as to
whether they are anti-Semitic or not?

A: Yes.

Q: So that there are people whom you believe to be not anti-Semitic?
Your personal belief, again.

A: I would have to answer you in as much honesty as I can summon to that
question that I do not speculate actively on this question. And I
haven't had anybody come to me and ask me if there were people that I
did not know whether or not they were anti-Semitic before, to my
recollection. And it is not a Judgement that I really very much make.
If I ran into a specific episode which I could see put forward before me
and I understood all the implications of it and what happened, I would
attempt to make a judgement to that, particularly if it involved myself.

Q: How about a specific person as distinguished from a specific episode,
could you form a belief as to whether •••

A: It would be possible, of course. I would resist a generality.

Q: What do you mean by "generality"? I thought we were referring to an
individual person and I think you said you could form a belief as to
whether an individual person was.

A: Leave it that I could form a belief about an individual person.

Q: How long have you known Mr. Buckley?

A: I think--well, I think I first talked to Mr. Buckley about 13 years ago,
that would be my guess.

Q: Would you say that in that 13 years you talked with him more than 50 times?

A: It is pretty close, I~guess.

A: I think probably most of our conversations had to do professionally; by
that I mean articles he would be writing or I would be requesting or
generally falling within the description of my professional responsibilitie

Q: Was there any relationship that you might describe as personal as
distinguished from professional?

A: Well, certainly the fact that he has stood as reference, personally, on
two specific occasions would be a personal situation. I would not
characterize our relationship as one where we spent much time together as
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close personal friends.
Q: Where he gave those two references mentioned at the last session,
one of which I believe had to do with the admission of one of your
children to school. and the other had to do with obtaining. an apartment,

did you ask him to give the reference in each of those cases?

A: Yes. If I didn't ask him direct, I put his name down on the reference
sheet. It is possible. I don't recall specifically.

Q: Nevertheless, in these years of contact, professional and at least to
some degree personal, you are saying that you were unable to form a
belief as to whether Mr. Buckley is anti-Semitic?.

A: I had not had the occasion to. I doubt if Mr. Buckley had an occasion
to form a belief about me as to whether I was anti-Semitic based on the
relationship we had.

Q: Did the submission of Vidal's article give you an occasion to think about
whether he was an anti-SEmite?

A: It certainly gave me a professional occasion to think about it.

Q: What was the result of your thought?

A: The result of my thinking was that Vidal -- it was permissible for Vidal
to draw the conclusion that he put in his piece regarding Bill's anti-
Semitism.

Q: But nothing, absolutely nothing went through your head as to whether
your personal belief •..

A: As to whether he was in fact anti-Semitic?

Q: Yes.

A: It did not, Mr. Rembar.

And so on. Across examination does not allow for much reflection and it clearly

did not make allowances for neutrality. Yet that ~ what I ~ all about I-c- at least

insofar as these two authors were concerned. Each had known that was the only role.I

could serve, and the only role I had any desire to play. Had I allowed for myself the

slightest degree of partiality toward either man I would have compromised fatally the

spirit of the exchange. Now it was as though, in the midst of a heavyweight championship

fight, one of the contenders had decided to swing on the referee. My exa~ed editorial

neutrality served up to my legal antagonist, paradoxieally, my greatest vulnerability.
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In my first day of cross examination I was questioned repeatedly about Vidal's

opening paragraphs in which he had recounted an act of vandalism by three Buckley

children in an Episcopal church; an act of retaliation, Vidal contended, because the

minister's wife, a real estate agent, had sold property. to the first Jews to enter

the conununity. Was this an anti-Semitic act, Buckley's lawyer asked. Vidal thought so,

I answered. But what do you think? Well, ..actually, I hadn't thought about it in my

terms. Yes, but you published it. True, but it was Vidal's opinion, not mine. But

now I'm asking what is your opinion? Well, feebly I ventured, certainly it was anti-

Episcopalian •••Later, my long-suffering, nimble-witted attorney, Bob Rifkind, would say

to me, with polite astonishment, "Is there anyone who wouldn't see that act as anti-

Semitic?"
As each long day of the deposition wore to the end, I found myself facing the

essential question of my own editorial responsibility not in legal terms, for all

the legal rules were clearly staked out, and Esquire, I was convinced, had conformed

to them, but in terms of my personal involvement: if I had become an active participant to

this dispute (and there could no longer be any doubt about that), Wh~id I think was

right and whct'did I think was wrong? And Whom, by that involvement, had I harmed? It
. ,

could no longer suffice that the reader would judge. The reader had come and gone. What

was "my personal belief" about all this? And all the while, of course, those "personal

beliefs"~continued to be on demand from·Buckley's lawyer for they provided him amunition:

if I agreed with Vidal's allegations, I had contributed to the libel; if I disagreed, I

had ac~ed out of "malice" by publishing that which I believed to be untrue. Never mind,
4k12#~ .~ssured me, their lawyer was travelling down a one way street; I shouldn't

worry about his attempt to entrap me within an implied dichotomy. Esquire had always

published the divergent views of writers; it was impossible to agree with all of them, and
.......

their lawyers knew it. Ok, I would continue to hold to my rtight to neutrality, but, I

didn't stop worrying. Now that I was forced to stop and think about it, what in fact was

"nzy- personal belief" about all this?
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Several months after the completion of Esquire's deposition, I came upon the
~~IIN· .

deposition of Gore Vidal, taken t'~~rs earlier by Buckley's lawyer, Charles Rembar,

the same man who had cross examined those of us at Esquire. Th~ p-xamination did more than
rorc~~ t~ issue of Vidal's defamation of Buckley; ittorced my own newtrality by causing
me to definA what was, or Was not, a ~rsonal attack--in accordanOA with what I must
now recognize as that albatross, ·my ~ personal· bplie~.·

LSPACf)
Buckley's decision to hire Rembar to represent him was an interesting choice in that

•
Rembar had achieved national recognition by his defense of Grove Press in aci'tbns seeking

.....fI

to ban publication of, among other works, "Fanny H,lii." Out of his appeals had come the

Supreme Court's controversial definition of obscenity in 195- ("..•only that which is
/.

found to be utterly without redeeming social value .•"), a ruling which woul.dprove to be
,<

central to the sexual liberation of a generation to follow. Rembar was the hero of the

litigation and he wrote a book about it, "The End of Obscenity." Strange, then, that a

sexual libertarian would so zealously pursue an author who"·'..;choseto fight back, by whatever

means, in an attack against the privacy of his sexual identity.
,

Rembar is a small thin man with an tngratiating manner. He is courteous to his

witness, and he is himself not without some literary pretension. He would prove to be

more effective~rt.r 2; ;::.;:_;;::·~with Vidal, a talk-show
~~"{,

star, than any televisio~ not the le~eason being his 98UWC 3 iWs~.o) .. ~~

~E~~;~~~iI~ ~@!f.:1~~ion:

Rembar: Speaking of Mr. Buckley's style, at the session this past Monday, you used
as descriptive of his style a word which you spelled out for the reporter.
The word, as you spelled it, was p-a-r-a-p-h-r-a-s-t-i-c. The reporter
got an extra "a" in, but I believe I just spelled it the way you spelled it
at the time,

VidaL Yes, sir.

Rembar: What does that word mean?
Vidal.: Well, it is somewhat related to the word "paraphrased" that begins to give

an idea of its meaning. Without m:y OED beside me, I can't give you the
exact entymology of it.

Rembar : I just want to know what it meant as you us.ed it.

Vidal.: It is a style which is essentially evasive, prone to paraphrase, and there
used to be a splendid example of paraphrastic style, which I am afraid I



don't remember. But there is a classic sentence which demonstrates the
paraphrastic and sounds very much like Mr. Buckley.

Rembar: Are you referring to Samuel Johnson's definition of the word, "net"?

Vidal: What was his definition of the word "net"?

Rembar: It was very long, involved, using the polysyllabic words.

Vidal: That could be part of it, Mr. Rembar, but actually "paraphrastic" is a
word from rhetoric, and has a very precise meaning other than the general
meaning that you have just introduced as Johnsonian English.

Rembar: Mr. Vidal, is the word you had in mind, or e.t least were groping for,
periphrastic, p-e-r-i-p-h-r-a-s-t-i-c-?

Rembar: And this very precise meaning you have to some extent just commented on, do
you have any further statement about it?

Vidal: No, I have given a general meaning of it, and I would like to be able to
give you the classic sentence, but it is not on the tip of my tongue.

Vidal: I suggest we consult a dictionary

The 570 pages of the Rembar/Vidal depositio~ make interesting reading, worthy
L(~ ~ 4\. _r~t<\iotoIJ e; ~ _,1J.~:_tz..~~))
r1gITt. Untntlmtnated by his lawyer's restraints,( Vidalof publication in its own

holds forth on a variety of subjects -- the origins of the National Socialist Party;

the Freudian theory of sexuality, the difference between American and European lit-

e~ary criticismn, and any other topic Rembar expressed the slightest interest in.

Pomposity, humor and spontaneity give the document life; it is absorbing throughout.

(~~~':::~'f1~~~/_'J ~
Rembar' s meth~. "He seldom refers to notes yet it is awa~t he

was tr:;--g'l, acquainted with each stage of the exchanges between both men and the

hundreds of pages of memoranda which accompanied them. His questions seem formed

without pattern: did anyone assist you in your research? who first contacted you
# I

from Esquire's offices? etc. His retentive powers a~havi.ng extracted

certain information in the morning he would find a way to use it that afternoon,

or the next day, without warning.
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Very early on in the Vidal deposition, one point becomes clear: a

substantial portion Of\pidal's research for his article had been prepared earlier in

anticipation of their television debates. Having debated Buckley before, Vidal

assumed their exchange would, sooner or later, turn "personal," and in anticipation

of that development he had prepared himself accordingly. Vidal testifies he had

said to his researcher: "'I want everything you can find about Buckley's views

on the blacks, on.the Jews, on the candidates that we were going to discuss,~ and

almost anything else that would be relevant if I thought there might be an opportunity
to show the American people the kind of person he was.

"I used to think when I first debated him in '62 and again in '64, that he was

a joke. By 1968 I thought him a very dangerous man. So anything that I could do

to alert my fellow citizens to this danger I felt was in the public interest •••"

Rembar wanders on, over the charges made by Vidal of Buckley's anti-Semitism)

hatred of blacks, love of war and so on. Having involved Buckley's father, his

sisters, his publication, his professional associates, his hearth and home, Vidal

could not void the charge that the nature of his attack was "personal." But in

every case he sought to link his attack to political implications: Freda Utley, he

testified, "said in a Reader's Digest article shortly before Pearl Harbor that',:

'Nazism is less than the evil which is likely to result from encouraging England to
continue a hopeless fight.'

"Freda Utley was an associate and contributor to William F. Buckley, Jr. 's

National Review, arid she would qualify .•• as a crypto Nazi." ••• George Lincoln

Rockwell had once worked for National Review •••Robert Welch had been a stockholder .••

Buckley had written a speech for Joe McCarthy •.•

Ergo, Buckley was "fascist minded." Was he, in fact, on the basis of such

associations? He was for'Vidal. And under a strict interpretation of the First

Amendment, it would seem to me that Vidal was privileged to think and say he was.
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Whois to determine the basis for one man's pOlitical criteria .against that of

Rhetorical questions certainly, but With the exception of Buckley's charge of

another? Whoseversion of the "truth" of such matters may be considered conclusive?

homoseXUality against Vidal, rhetOric formed most of the substance of their dispute.

. . ~ -1Vl.ow-Throughout Rembar' s interrogation of Vidal, the th-ust of' his "1» •• ti.... seemed to 4_t Ct ev:JMJ. ~~ :
~ What was.12ureq personal, having to do Only With the private life of

\
William F. Buckley and not at all With his politics, and therefore entitled to Some

privilege? In nearly every case, no matter how wildly he swung, Vidal had sought to

relate ~ckley's life and the texture of it to his fundamental charge that BuCkley

Was "fascist minded" (having amended in his article the TV charge of "pro crypto

Nazi" ) • In purely polemical terms, he Was no more sUccessful than Buckley had been

Whenhe confined himself to Vidal's politics. But the Vidal manuscript We had
published conrormed to this intent.

But What about BUckley's intent? What had he sought to accomplish? Truly

the most POignant mOmentin the re_ of depesi tion ComesWhenRembar, for Whatever

legal purposes, shifts his line of inquiry~Vidal's charges against~Buck;Ley .

. ~~ ~ '- _/-'
to the question of Vidal's SeXUality. It i~le "'"' the ~

Cross eXamination, relentless and Without a vestige of COmpaSSion,and it firmed

.s
up once and for all ~ feelings about the editor's responsibility in Such matte~.

SPACE

Rembar: Mr. Vidal, have you ever committed a homoseXUalact?

Sherman:l, obl~ on the grounds I have asserted before
(Vidal's attorney) \ will permit the Witness to answer. in this record .. Bitt"I

Vidal: I don't see the relevance.
~.. - - -_'_--- ..

Rembar: .• It

Your counsel has stated that he would permit you to ansWer, Nr.That is not an answer.
',.',,"

.......'
t'. I..... ';' ,,;.,,, ~



Sherman:

Vidal:
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Answer it yes or no~
"

'J'tlequestion is still not relevant to .me , Mr • Rembar • I would like
you to explain it to me more, what you have in mind.

Sherman: You mean what he means by a homosexual act?

Vidal: Yes, I would like to know.

Sherman: Explain it to him, Mr. Rembar.

Rembar:

Vidal:

Then I take it what you intended to say just now was not "irrele'/lant"
but "ambiguous"?

I am sometimes ambiguous, I seldom try to be irrelevant.

Sherman: It is not for this witness to say whether the question is relevant or
irrelevant. That is a matter for the lawyers to assert. I have per-
mitted this witness to answer, and he has asked you a question to
define what you mean by a homosexual act, so he can understand your
question and its scope.

Rembar: No, I did not ask you to make any assumption. I would like the reporter
to read the question with which we began.

(Question read back as f;llows:
Q.: l-ir. Vidal, have you ever committed a homosexual act?

.'.. ~-~-I would like the record to show that during this time when the reporter
was looking for the question on his tape Mr. Sherman spoke to Mr. Vidal.---~"-Now, Mr. Vidal, you heard the question. It does not refer to anything
specifically in th"epassage I read before, and the question was defined
at your request by my later statement. Would you like to hear the
statement read?

Rembar':

Sherman:

Rembar:

Vidal:

Rembar:

Rembar:

Vidal:

Vidal:

Are you instructing me or

I am telling YO~hat the

your witness?

witness has asked you to do.

For purposes of definition I am at this time ref~rring to physical
contact between males leading to orgasm.

Then I assume that you are mentioning this in relation to the passage
about Jack Kerouac in my novel.

YES.

(Statement read as follows:
Q.: For purposes of definition I am at this time referring to
physical contact between males leading to orgasm.

I s,hall answer that; no.

t
I



Sherman: I am directing the witness not to answer. You have exhausted the subject
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Rembar: Now consider it as referring to physical contact betweeri males whose
object is sexual arousing.

Vidal: It is a little difficult to determine what anyone else's desire is.
You asked me to answer something that I cannot.

Limit the question to the situation in ~Ch that is your own object.
'"

Rembar:

Sherman: Would you please repeat that question, that last question?

(Question read back.)
Vidal: I shall answer that no.

Rembar: Have you ever engaged in an act which you, yourself, would describe
as homosexual?

Sherman: Wait a minute. You are asking the questioh allover again. He has
answered several questions here on homosexuality and the answers are
no. All you are doing is going around in circles here.

Rembar: Are you finished?

Sherman: Yes, I am finished.

Rembar: What is the answer to my question?

Vidal: That I, myself, would describe -- you opened up too wide a vista,
Mr. Rembar. What you might describe as a heteroxexual act I might
view as a homosexual act. What you might view as a homosexual act I
might see as a bisexual act. I don't think I can define every possible
interpretation that I might have on anything.

Rembar: What do you mean by the phrase you just used, bisexual act?

Vidal: A bisexual act would theoretically be an act, I suppose, in which
someone was engaged sexually with a member of his own sex and a
member of thiopposite sex.

Rembar: You mean at the same time?

Vidal: At the same time.

Rembar: Using your own language, Mr. Vidal, have you ever been engaged
sexually with a member of your own sex?

Sherman: I object. The question has been answered. I submit to you in the
interest of time that we go on to new subjects. You are concentrating
on one area with questions that are repeated. And I say to you it is
harassment, nothing else. And this examinatiori must stop on that
topic.

Rembar: PIe you directing the witness not to answer?
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Rembar: Mr. Vidal, you used the word "heterosexual. II Would you .describe
yourself as heterosexual?

Vidal: I would describe myself as bisexual like everyone else alive.

Rembar: A moment ago you described -- you defined, rather, bisexual.
You referred to an act ~.inwhich there was. intercourse on the part of
one person with two other persons of different sexes, that is the two
differing from each other.

Vidal: Mr. Rembar, you are making a peculiar distinction. Earlier, you
asked me to describe what is a. bisexual act. This is a difficult thing
to do. I gave you a theory of what a bisexual act would be in the
literal sense. Now you are talking about a bisexual person or a
homosexual person or a heterosexual person. In other words, you have
shifted the ad,jective from an action to a person. Therefore, I give
you two entirely different answers.

Rembar: If I understand you correctly, Mr. Vidal, you are saying that you
are a bisexual person who does not engage in bisexual acts; is that
correct?

Vidal: I have not said any such thing. I said that we are all bisexual.
I refer you to Freud on the subject. Different people do different
things at different times in different contexts.

Sherman: Now, Mr. Rembar, I don't see any issues here about bislexuality, or
even heterosexuality here. You have gone into the subJect of homosexuali
which is objectionable in itself. It happens to be an issue that homo-
sexuali ty is involved as:'one of the elements of the provocation defense,
and that is limited to whether it was called that. But you have gone
beyond homosexuality, and improperly.

Rembar: Mr. Vidal, when you referred to Freud, and I am.afraid I must pause
because of your counsel's interruption and ask that the reporter read
your answer that you made with reference to Freud.
(Answer read)

Rembar: When you made the statement, "I refer you to Freud on the subject,"
what did you mean?

Vidal: Well, Mr. R$mbar, it was Freud's theory of human personaf.Ity and human
sexuality that we were -- we are bisexual from birth, that is our
nature. This does not mean that we are necessarily in actual practice.
Further, it was Freud's theory that as a result of civilization and its
discontents the sexual drive could get warped, or blocked, or take on
many strange forms. But the root of his theory, and in a way his
explanation of man' s..po~ymorphic: sexuality was the theory of the bisexual
beginning. I will be happy to bring you tomorrow some relevant text.

Rembar: That's one offer on your part to supply information that I won't take
advantage of , Mr. Vidal.

Rembar: Nr. Vidal, apart from what we have been discussing here this afternoon,
and apart from MYRA BRECKENRIDGE, would you tell me which of your writings
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deal with the .subject ef hemosexuality?

I ceuldn't answer that, effhand. I weuld have to.leek ever
quite a large bedy ef werk.

Weuld yeu de that and supply the Lnformat.Lon?

Yes, I wlflll.

Will yeu to.the extent you can new recall, name seme?

The ene that cemes mest to.mind, I suppese, weuld be a pelitical
play I wrote entitled THE BEST MAN, in which this fashienable smear
was used by ene pelitical candidate fer the presidency against anether.
This smear was incerrect. And I made a great peint in the play that
in pelitics men's private lives have no.part at all to.play but that
there are certain peliticians and certain political cemmentaters who.
enjey smearing the private liVes ef their eppenents. This was the
meral of that play, and I will net belaber it.

How abeut essays er articles that deal with the subject?
I

I Jaye never written an essay about hemesexuali ty.

Have yeu written ene that deals with it?

I haye written essays which have dealt with sexuality and hemesexuality
is as much ef a part ef it as heteresexuality. They get equal time,
Mr. Rembar.

De yeu new recall the names ef seme ef these and where they appeared?

I did a piece fer The New Yerk ~iew ef Beeks en pernegraphy. I did
anether eneccalled "Sex and the Law," for Partisan Review. I think· that's
abeut it.

Is there among yeur acquaintances any male whem you would regard as
hemesexual.

I ebject to.the questien as whelly irrelevant. An impreper questien
here.

But it is ene that I weuld enjey answering.

All right, answer it.

In the early days ef this lengthy- depesitien I peinted eut to.yeu hew
inaccurate I thought it was.te use the werd "homosexual," which is,
after all, an adjective, to. describe a person. And I think you and I
can prebably vork eut several agreed upon meanings for a hemesexual act.
But if yeu want to. say that a man is a hemesexual man, I will say yes,
but he might alSo.be a republican, he might alSo.be married, he might
be a father. He is many, many things. I will put it anether way.

Lynden Jehnsen is a heteresexual. Let us assume Eugene J. McCarthy as
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heterosexual. 0 What ~n earth the 0 adj ective "heterosexual" 0 can 0 do 0 to
describe anything about these two men other than a sexual act I don't
know. In other words, otosay that a man is heterosexual gives you no
picture of him at all.

Rembar: You are using words. as adjectives. o~ Perhaps my question also used the
word as an adjective.

Would the reporter please read my question?

(Question read)

Rembar: I thought I had said "a homosexual," but let me revise my MUestion to read
that way now. Is there among your acquaintances any male whom you regard as
a homosexual?

Sherman: Same objection.
,

Vidal: Mr. Remf;hr, you invite, I fear, the same answer. I have said that the
adjective "homosexual" is meaningless to describe a man or a woman. It
has meaning only when it describes an action.

Rembar: I used it as a noun. You are not familiar with that usage as a noun
designating a kind of person?

Vidal: I have never accepted it, no, and I don't accept it now.

Rembar: But you are familiar with it; you have heard it?

Vidal: I have heard it and mentally and sometimes publicly tried to revise it.

Rembar: Is there among your acquaintances any male who engages in homosexual acts?

Sherman: Same objection.
roo
i

Vidal: My answer, Mr. REmbar, is of course there are a great many, as there are
in your life. {

Rembar: hloc Mr. Vidal, you said a few moments ago that you and I could work out
an agreed-upon definition of a homosexual act. Perhaps it would speed things
up if we did that right now. Let us try to work out an agreed-upon definition
of a homosexual act.

I have sugges te'd some which aflparently did not meet with your approval.
Would you please tell me what you think a homosexual act is?

Vidal: You have not incidentally, Mr. Rembar, at any point tried to make a
definition of a homosexual action until this moment. Now that you
invite me to discuss it, I will be happy to do so. 0 I would say that what
is known technically as an act of fellatio~Vperformed upon one man by
another man, I would think that both of you and I agree that was a
homosexual action.

Rembar: Are there any others?
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Vidal: I believe what is termed in law sodomy between two men would
also qualify as a homosexual act.

Rembar: Sodomy is a rather broad term in the law, Mr. Vidal; what do you
mean by that?

Vidal: ,I mean anal penetration of one man by, another.

SPACE

Rembar: Are there any others?
Vidal: You get into shadowy country now. I cannot begin to match the

wide variety of human interest and response.

Rembar: How about the masturbation of one man by another?

Vidal: That's an interesting point. Prisons, armies, schools are full of
this. And I don't think anybody has ever thought of it as profoundly
homosexual in the way that that you have been until now, at least, using
the word.
I would have an open mind on that.

Rembar: I am not asking you for a value judgement, Mr. Vidal, I am just asking
you whether we could agree that the phrase, "homosexual act," applies
to that?

'Vidal: In the technical sense it did.
Rembar: Would you agree that, in general, physical contact between the penis

of one man, and some unclothed part of the body of another man, which
act is undertaken deliberately, not accidentally, is a homosexual act?

Vidal: Conceivably, but now you are getting into such refinements of definition
that I think we are both moving beyond our competence as lawyer and
author into the field of morbid psychology, and I don't think that what
either of us has to say at this point would be enlightening to the court.

Rembar: You are not in that response, Mr. Vidal, are you implying that there
was any 'ambiguity in my description of the act, are you?

Vidal: There was a kind of vagueness. But I put the case to you that we are
trying to work out an agreed-upon set of definitions. I once heard of
someone who -- a man who got sexually excited every time he saw a
photograp~I, of the Prime MInister of England wearing a raincoat. That
was extremrs.lyexciting to him. '

You might even say there was a homosexual aspect to it.

I believe now you are moving into the outer ranges of pathology. I
shall be happy to follow you, but my expertise is quickly diminishing •••
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_N:EXT DAY

Rembar: Mr. Vidal, you testified at an earlier session about a series of con-
ferences you had at the offices of Esquire with respect to Buckley's
manuscript and also meetings you had with respect to your own.

I would like to get clear, if you can recall, what the chronology was?
Were they two different sets of meetings?

Vidal: Yes, sir, but before I answer that,Mr •.Rembar, I would like to make
a change in yesterday's deposition. You commenbed. at a certain point,
on page 502 of the transcript

Sherman:' Of what date?

Vidal: 14 May, 1970. You made the comment in line 13:

"I would like the record to show that during this time when the
reporter was looking for the question on his tape,Mr. Sherman
spoke to Mr. Vidal."

Preceding. your statement, line 11, was your question to me:

"Mr. Vidal, have you .ever committed a homosexual.act?"

During my brief exchange of words with Mr. Sherman I misunderstood
his answer to my question:

"Do I have to answer that?"

He said what I thought was, "Answer no,"· when indeed he said, "No,
don't answer." And I heard that as "Answer no." Therefore on page
503, line 3, in response to Mr. Rembar's question, I said, "I shall
answer that no."

I would now like to withdraw that answer, and withdraw all answers
of a similar nature to that question, or the variations upon it.

The only clear conclusion one may draw from this' crushing denouement is that Vidal

is unwilling to grant the assumption he is homosexual. If he has rights in the matter,

he is standing upon them. This seems to me that personal territory Rembar was earlier

seeking to isolate for Buckley but managed to do so more aptly for Vidal. A political

position -- any political position -- is a case of conscious choice; leaving aside the

bisexual option (which may be Freud's view but is not, as Rembar showed, the conventional

view), the'state of homosexuality is not a conscious choice. Both men employed personal

references ruthlessly to establish charac-
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terization -- an essentially political characterization~o~BUckleyAbY Vidal,
("~II)

but an essentially moral characterization o~ VidalAby:Buckley. To a degree,

Buckley seeks to qualifY his condemnation o~ Vidal!as a moral degenerate:

" •••the man who in his essays proclaims the normalcy o~ his a~~liction, and in

his art the desirability o~ it, is not to be co~sed with the man who bears his

sorrow quietly. 'Ihe addict is to be pitied and even respected, not the pusher."

Thus the Buckley rap has as its principle rationale the exposure o~ Vidal as a

spokesman for moral degeneracy. Otherwise the citation o~ homosexuality would

have no place in his argument.

Finally the ultimate charges really don't matter. I don't believe Vidal

to be a spokesman ~or moral degeneracy anymore than I believe Buckley to be

a'crypto Nazi. And I don't think anyone else does. Neither man has s~fered

an appreciable loss o~ esteem or any other sort o~ damage since their in-

temperate exchange (except in legal f'eea}, What matters are the, gr-ounds ~or

their dispute.l'I should like to remind you," Buckley had written me two months

be~ore publication, "that I have met every commitment I made to you. I

delivered a manuscript totally documented, reaching one conclusion about Vidal

which your own sta~~ authorized me, on the evidence, to arrive at, be~ore I

undertook the essay •••" LThatevidence was the quot.evrrom The Queen. Our

lawyers did not consider it conclusive at the time, nor do I now. It was an
Sassumption then and it remain .. an assumption. As Rembar's deposition shows,

Vidal was unwilling to confirm the assumption. In the end it remained ~or him

a matter o~ privacy, and that was his right.

SPACE

Following the taking o~ depositions, our attorneys entered their motion

~or sunnnary dismissal. Rembar filed his answer, we filed an answer to that,

and +bar ~iled an answer to that. The court ruled there were substantati ve
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issues of law involved in the dispute and that the case should go to trial.

Aware now that he had the advantage, for legal costs had soared for all three

parties through this three-year period, Buckley, proposed a settlement out of

court, favorable to himsel~which Esquire and Vidal accepted.

And so it was over and the statement issued to the press (in The New York

Times, it appeared on page 00 and took - column inches of type), leaving

behind only the boxes of memoranda and testimony for filing in our attorne~

warehouse.

In my final review of these papers, I read again Rembar's ,141-page brief

arguing to the court how his client had been libeled, so that the court should

now permit the case to go to trial. In every instance but one he had at

least some basis for complaint. But the last straw came when he presented his

charge that Vidal had called Buckley a homosexual (which he had not), and

why this offense should not be allowed. I have deleted those legal references

which are cited as precedent for the conclusions offered. For purposes here,

Rembar's conclusions will suffice:

"•••we submit it is clear that the charges that Buckley is a homosexual

and a sexual degenerate fall outside the constitutional privilege.

liTobe sure, the sexual life of important public figures may be a favorite
c,

topit"\among gossip mongers and those who feed upon the intimate secrets of

the famous. BUt such voyeurism does not make the sexual life of a public figure

a matter of 'public or general concern' in the eonstitutional sense ••• The public's

interest must be substantial and legitimate... The public has no legitimate

interest in Buckley's sexual life. Further information on that subject cannot

possibly help them to form opinions about needed social or political change or

help them to cop~ with the exegencies of the period •••
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" •••Thus the Supreme Court •••has already made clear that the sexual

life of even a public figure is ort.sLde the area of 'public or general

concern' which is protected by the constitutional defense. But as noted

above, the facts in this case demonstrate that,Esquire would be liable for

charging Buckley with homosexuality under the New York Times standard, since

they acted with malice."

Which is why I now personally believe I, too, owe an apology to Gore

Vidal.


